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QUESTION 1

Identify two correctstatements about the way Visual Builder Cloud service (VBCS) and Digital Customer Service (DCS)
are related. 

A. VBCS is a visual development tool for creating applications in DCS. 

B. DCS is an Offering in Engagement Cloud and VBCS is another Offering in Engagement Cloud. 

C. DCS is an Offering in Engagement Cloud and VBCS is part of that Offering. 

D. DCS is a visual development tool for creating applications in VBCS. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client has already established a product catalog of sales products and now wants to include service products to
categorize service requests. You suggest the creation of a newcatalog. 

What are two advantages of creating a new service catalog instead of using an existing one? 

A. requires less work and effort 

B. allows use of a simpler hierarchy 

C. allows the display of a product hierarchy specifically for service purposes 

D. allows you to use the same product hierarchy as sales 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is not able to use category filters for search and recommended results of Knowledge articles in his
environment. 

Which of the following is causing this behavior? 

A. The user doesn\\'t have the role ENABLE_LOCALE_FILTER_ROLE. 

B. The profile CSO_ENABLE_KNOWLEDGE_FAVORITING is set to N. 

C. The batch job for recommendations has not been executed. 

D. The profile CSO_ENABLE_SVC_KMHOME is set to Y. 

E. The profile CSO_ENABLE_CATEGORY_FILTER is set to N. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer has warned you that non-English speakers are going to get access to articles but all your articles are
written in English. 

Whichoption allows the customer to address the problem, so that all users can get articles in their native language? 

A. Modify the original base locales of the articles to match the target language. 

B. Deploy the Auto-Translate option on existing articles andturn on the "auto-Translate new articles" feature. 

C. Enable new locales for the languages to be used and provision designated users to translate the articles. 

D. Diagnose the usage of the articles to eliminate all nonused documents to avoid unnecessary translations. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two steps are needed to create a new business object in Digital Customer Service? 

A. Assign the new business object to a new component. 

B. Assign object access roles to an administrative user. 

C. Map a Visual Builder Cloud Service business object to the object API. 

D. Assign the new business object to a page. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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